Walking and Talking with Our Hands
Hand Drumming and Group Process in
Substance Abuse Recovery
BY ED MIKENAS
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here is a cave painting in Zimbabwe that depicts a woman
giving birth surrounded by people clapping and dancing.
Strikingly, the group is accompanied by what appears to
be a swarm of bees (Huffman, 1983). Ancient peoples recognized
and revered bees, certainly because of their sting, but also because of their collective sound and their ability to make honey.
It is the notion of the swarm (Young, 1991) that caught my attention and caused me to consider this metaphor in the context
of the recovery process.
Research shows that the first “specialist” to develop in the
hunter/gatherer groups was the Shaman (Norbeck, 1961). It
was the Shaman’s responsibility to take care of the emotional
well being of the group. His primary tool in accomplishing this
formidable task was the frame drum. The drum was used to
create a soundscape that altered
the consciousness of the Shaman,
enabling him to travel to other
dimensions. There he could receive advice on how to treat the
situation and obtain the assistance of power animals.
Because of the phenomenon of
entrainment, it is unlikely that
the Shaman was the only person
whose consciousness was affected
by the regularly formatted beating of the drum. Rather, it seems
very likely that the whole community was affected by the repetitious drum sounds, and that
they helped to create with their ancillary consciousness the result that would unfold from the Shaman. In my view, the Shaman directed the collective unconscious energy of the group and
caused it to swarm. Drumming manifested a synergistic event
that would not otherwise be possible.
In my work with substance-abuse groups, it occurred to me
that the use of drumming and the swarm effect might offer a
faster way to get people involved in the recovery process. I recalled that the limbic system, an important part of the environmental brain, helps us connect learning and memory with
feelings. I thought that if people in recovery could be given opportunities to experience strongly positive events during recovery, their retention of new information would be greater and
hence more effective. This confluence of ideas led me to consider
the notion of teaching people in recovery to play hand drums
and also to use the learning process with hand drums as a
metaphor for various aspects of recovery. This wedding of concepts has opened a door, revealing a new way of facilitating
groups in recovery.
The swarm is a good metaphor for the way group conscious-

ness takes shape, becomes organized, and creates a unique energy and purpose of its own. Examples that readily come to
mind are birds migrating, bees defending their hive, and ants
invading a picnic area. At these moments, the creatures move
together with a common purpose, and all these acts of swarming have to do with the survival of the group.
It is possible, through entrainment and the vehicle of drumming, to create a group situation wherein the natural outcome
of the activity is an enhanced state of well being for all those
present. Some useful metaphors emerge from this.
In the language of recovery, we talk about a Higher Power. In
entrainment, objects vibrating at a lesser rate start to vibrate
at the higher/stronger rate, synchronizing with the “higher
power” vibrations. Allowing a group of people in recovery an opportunity to experience entrainment while drumming brings a
higher power into the room. The
“swarm” is experienced as something that is greater than one’s
self. One does not have to “think”
it or “imagine” it; one feels and
experiences it.
Research shows that engaging
in a drumming activity for a
minimum of 13 minutes produces
a qualitative change in the brainwave state (Arrien, 1993). The
brain changes its activity in the
presence of sustained drumming. In addition, the body likes
brisk, repetitive activity and rewards us with endorphins and
our second wind. This means that if clients are involved in
drumming as a group process, their brain states will change together and the good feeling will be experienced by the entire
group. Everyone will experience the shift of consciousness simultaneously—the swarm effect—because it is a physical phenomenon that happens in spite of the belief systems of the
clients.
Traditionally, substance abuse recovery begins with “90
groups in 90 days,” the amount of time it can take for the new
client to develop the insight and commitment that are essential
to following through with treatment and actually achieving recovery. It takes a while before most people are ready and willing to open up emotionally, and it can take most of the 90 days
before many are able to express their feelings—a critical step,
as substance abuse is commonly understood as a “disease of the
feelings.” Sometimes this happens just as the insurance money
is running out. And a considerable number of clients drop out
before any real insight or commitment takes place.
Now, instead of sitting silent in a recovery group, unable to

“It is possible, through entrainment
and the vehicle of drumming, to
create a group situation wherein the
natural outcome of the activity is an
enhanced state of well being for
all those present.”
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say anything about their feelings because they don’t know how
they feel, clients can quickly learn to “talk the talk” with their
hands. They can be helped to feel the feeling, “walk the walk,”
and be on the road of recovery sooner. They can have a new set
of experiences with hand drumming that can be understood in
the language of recovery, and that produce real change from the
first encounter.
The learning begins right away. As one person gets an insight
or learns something new, the whole group learns it simultaneously. For example, one person who is leading decides to stop
the group. From then on, all members of the group know it is
permissible to stop at the leader’s signal.
Furthermore, the learning is automatically reinforced and integrated via the limbic system, which helps us connect feelings
with memory and learning. These connections are made possible with neuropeptides, the “informational substances that coordinate almost all physiological and emotional processes on a
cellular level” (Glassey, 2001a). If clients are given opportunities to experience strong, positive physical events during recovery, the presentation of new information will be more
thoroughly linked to more parts of the body. “Feelings and motor patterns develop together where the feelings are ‘fluid’ born
chemicals whose emotional chemistry and muscular behavior
are linked” (Glassey, 2001b).
Drumming can be defined as the making of patterned, repeated behaviors with the body and the mind simultaneously. I
submit that whatever recovery information is presented during
this activity will be integrated into the body as well as the
mind. With the addition of drumming, recovery becomes a
mind-body event.
And there is quite possibly another, even more important
benefit. Research has demonstrated that bass tones are able to
bypass the Reticular Activating System and stimulate all areas
of the brain simultaneously (McCleary and Moore, l965). It is
possible, then, that the cerebrospinal fluid, the main carrier of
neuropeptides, will, via sympathetic resonance and entrainment, move and circulate more effectively, bringing the chemical messages of recovery more quickly to all parts of the body.
As the originators of these bass tones, hand drummers can
build their own informational recovery loops through the production of regularly formatted rhythms.
A skilled therapist can guide a group consciousness through
this experience, and once the dynamic is established, the group
will be able to function with minimal assistance from the therapist. Recovery can take on a life of its own. The therapist is not
“doing it for” the group; rather, the group members more
quickly develop a real sense that they are doing it for themselves, an experience that reinforces in complex and subtle
ways the “talk” of individual choice and initiative as critical to
the recovery process. At the same time, hand drumming is a
way of leveling the field, so to speak. The activity is one that
few have had previous experience with, so clients start out on
equal footing. The trap of solipsism and ego dominance is easily
avoided. It is obvious to everyone that the synergy is a group
event.
NUTS AND BOLTS
I want the process of learning to drum to be fun, because I’m
looking for that limbic effect. So I start out with simple moves:
bass tones played in the center of the drum with an open hand.
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I keep the number of times we do each activity the same for
each hand so that clients have to work both sides of their brains
equally. I’m using the clients’ own hands to re-develop interhemispheric connectedness. They learn about bass tones and
edge/open tones, and then learn combinations of those two
tones, so that the mind is adding on little bits of information all
the time. Just as a therapist accepts his or her clients where
they are, I do the same thing by accepting the clients’ drumming abilities as they are and building from there. This is the
beginning of clients learning to “talk the talk” in drum language.
After these warm-ups, I introduce African rhythms because
they contain bass tones and edge/open tones reviewed during
the warm-up time. Then I add a slap tone. African dances typically include three rhythms, so I work with each one until the
group is comfortable playing all three rhythms at the same
time.
Next, I add Afro-Caribbean technique. This technique, taken
primarily from conga drumming, uses a new move called “heeltoe,” which is a rocking motion with the base of the palm (heel)
and the fingertips (toes). This motion is typically done with the
non-dominant hand. I ask everyone to raise the hand they write
with and put their other hand on the drum. This becomes their
“heel-toe” hand. Many of the Afro-Caribbean moves, and specifically Tumbao, use heel-toe to start, which means that the nondominant hand is leading the activity. I teach beginning
Tumbao as “heel-toe-slap, heel-toe-open-open” or “left-left-right,
left-left-right-right.” The non-dominant hand leads and the
dominant hand supports with either slaps, bass, or edge/open
tones.
This regimen activates early on the side of the brain typically
associated with creativity, wholeness, and our sense of well-being. I explain this order to people in recovery to demonstrate
why it’s good to lead with your non-dominant, spiritual side and
support all this good work with your strong side—instead of the
other way around.
Once the group gets this far, I add moves to create a full
Tumbao, which is executed on two drums. A little explanation is
required here. For several years I had been teaching drumming
groups with people sitting in a circle, each person playing his or
her own drum. This is useful initially because clients can feel
safe by focusing on what they are doing on their own drums.
Providing two drums for each client is not an easy thing for obvious reasons. So, I developed a more socially interactive form
of Tumbao. I tighten up the circle of drummers so that each of
us can comfortably reach our neighbors’ drums just by extending our arms in their direction. Then I teach the following formula (L and R refer to left and right hand; H T S O and P,
respectively, refer to heel, toe, slap, open, and palm—the kind of
move the hand is making):
Todo junto en Tumbao
The Full Tumbao
arranged for recovery groups by Ed Mikenas
Heel-toe-slap-toe, heel-toe-my-drum
L L R L
L L R R
H T S T
H T O O
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Heel-toe-slap-toe, heel-toe-both-drums
L L R L
L L R R
H T S T
H T O O
Heel-toe-slap-toe, heel-toe-my-drum
L L R L
L L R R
H T S T
H T O O
Heel-toe-slap-that-drum-bass-open-open
L L R R
R
L
R R
H T S
O
O
P
O O
Left-handed clients should reverse hand movements. Also,
they can turn their chairs around so that there isn’t any arm interference with right-handed players.
The first sequence (HTST HTOO) is basic Tumbao with the
addition of a toe sound after the slap. The second sequence,
HTST HTOO (both drums), requires the right hand to reach
over to the neighbor’s drum and play an open tone on “both,”
then move back to one’s own drum for the word “drum.” The
third sequence is identical to the first. The fourth sequence requires the right hand to make a slap tone on the owner’s drum,
then immediately go to the neighbor’s drum and play edge
tones on the words “that drum.” The left hand then plays a bass
tone on the owner’s drum, and finally the right hand comes
back to the owner’s drum to play “open-open.” This completes
one cycle of The Full Tumbao.
Next, I add clave to the mix. This is a Spanish word that
means “key,” “cornerstone,” or “code.” Clave is special because it
contains two measures of rhythm that are sonically binary; i.e.,
the second measure is the rhythmic inversion of the first, so
that the sounds in the first measure are silences in the second
measure. Similarly, the silences in the first measure are sounds
in the second. Here is clave using eight counts per measure (x’s
represent the beats).
“ Play Mu – sic,
x o o x o o x o
I t ’s F u n ”
o o x o x o o o
Clave creates a syncopation that helps the music swing. It
can be played on drums or simply clapped. The importance of
adding clave is that it creates its own pulse in the brain, above
and beyond the pulse felt when playing Tumbao. It is very difficult for beginning players to track this pulse cognitively while
also playing Tumbao. Hence, clave must be felt, by-passing the
cognitive parts of the brain. The body is playing Tumbao while
the mind is pulsing clave. This layering of rhythms causes the
mind and body to operate in new coordinated ways, one reinforcing the other.
While this looks and sounds like a lot of information to remember, my experience is that many recovery groups can execute Tumbao in the first 90 minutes. Several valuable things
are at work here that are directly related to the recovery process. First, clients are encouraged to speak the words that accompany the rhythm of Tumbao, thereby “talking the talk” and
getting used to speaking in group from the very beginning. The
words relate directly to what one’s hand movements should be

in the same way that the Twelve Steps of Recovery indicate
where one is in the process.
Second, the activity is fun, which makes the limbic connection. The drumming occurs in a group setting, utilizing the
swarm effect in which clients have a simultaneous experience of
something greater than themselves. This experience is mutually
reinforced for everyone, and is tied in a positive way to the new
information learned in recovery.
Third, walking with the hands is likened to “walking the
walk” of recovery. This kind of “walking” exercises both sides of
the brain in a pulsative manner, making new neural connections. These newly formed connections develop patterns in the
brain, associated with the new information of the recovery process, which are connected to the body by way of the circulating
neuropeptides, thereby increasing the likelihood of clients’ retaining and integrating these new patterns into a healthy
lifestyle.
By learning to drum together, a recovery group can quickly
experience the healing power of a communal activity to which
all contribute as healers. In my experience, participants feel and
express pride, joy, and even reverence in the presence of a power
they have invoked and created together. They become the modern heirs of ancient group rites of healing and change. When the
hands walk and talk, the change is real and lasting.
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